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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10071-10418

Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (44 USC 2107 Note)
SECRET

1. GISOY AIRCRAFT CREW REPORTED TO STATION THAT AMERICAN NATIONAL WITH STRIKING RESEMBLANCE TO ERIC STARVO GALI Arrived Bogota 1120 Hours on Board VARIG 810 from Los Angeles California. GISOY SURVEILLANCE TEAM FOLLOWED HIM TO HOTEL TECUENDAMA WHERE HE IS LODGED IN ROOM 528.

2. PERSONAL DOCUMENTATION AND DESCRIPTION OF PERSON RESEMBLING GALI IS AS FOLLOWS:

   NAME: EDWIN MASON
   AGE: 35 YRS OLD
   NATIONALITY: AMERICAN
   PASSPORT: F-258791
   VIAS: TOURIST
   OCCUPATION: EXCURSION DIRECTOR

   MASON TOLD GISOY AUTHORITIES HE EXPECTS DEPART FOR QUITO 22 APRIL 68. MASON REMAINS UNDER GISOY SURVEILLANCE.

3. REQUEST VERIFICATION IN LOS ANGELES IF MASON ACTUALLY EXISTS. PLEASE VERIFY PASSPORT NUMBER. IF POSSIBLE CABLE IMMEDIATE

   912-93261

   09336
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MASON AND GALT FINGERPRINT FORMULA.

4. REPLY IMMEDIATE.
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